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I. THE AUSTRALIAN COMMON LAW 

1 

years now Professor Patrick Atiyah has been thundering against the 
. of pragmarism in the common law and its departure from true 

pnncIIP'e, julius Slone, in his lasr oook, recorded tile way in which I 

had used the occasion of his inaugural lecture at Oxford 
::.:'~t~;~,dcn~oUllce the 'pragmatism' of judges, which he saw as a faU from 

principles', menacing the inlegrity of ooth the judicial process 

has returned to Australia where he served for a time in 
University and in the National Committee of Enquiry 

. and Rehabilitation in Australia. 2 The views expressed in his 
on this OCcasion are, as the editor of the Australian Law Journal noted, 

New South Wales Court of Appell. 
,. ~"" D)'NlnUb ofCommo"l....lw Growtit (985) p 236 cited PS Atiy-.h From tlte 

,l""'-""" ,,,,',,","""", .. "'''', CMIII~3 ill tltt FlUtCliOIl Of 1M Jwdic:i.oJ ProcuJ of 11M t.- (1978). Cf J 
Principlcl~ (1981) 97 LQR 224 11228. 
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derived from ideas already stated in a number of earlier pUblications, one of
which Form and Substance in Anglo-American Law, he identifies by name.)

The' essay Is undoubtedly useful as an irritant to current onhodoxy and as a
corrective to the more extreme assertions of the scope ofjudicial creativity. It is
useful in demonstrating the link which exits between the element of formality in
the law and the degree of ilS predictability. It is indisputably right to point out
that statutes, as the most fonnal source of law, are relatively more predictable
than the rules of the common law which must be derived from jUdicial opinions.
II is also right to point to the elements of English law which enhance the
predictability of the law in judicial opinions, especially when that law is
conuaslCd with the law of the United States, or even with the law of Australia.

However, the essay is disappointing in two respects. The first is that,
although delivered as a lecture to an Australian audience, in a country with its
own developed system of the common law, not a single illuslTation or reference
to Australian legal developments spoils its pages. Even if not a single
Australian judicial opinion had troubled his consciousness in the time he held
his chair at Oxford University, Professor Atiyah's service in AuslTalia would
have told him that there is, flourishing in the antipodes, a system of law worthy
of occasional attention. 1be Privy Council discovered this long ago, reaching
(he point during Australia's submission to its authority, that it allowed for the
separate development of the common law in Australia. In Gee/ong Harbour
T'ust Commissione,s v Gibbs Bright & Co (A Firm) their Lordships, through
the voice of Lord Diplock4 acknowledged that they had reached a "particular
field of law" where there were special factors making it appropriate to defer not
10 English principles but to the views expressed in the decision of the High
Coun of Australia:'

If,lhe legal process is to retain the confidence of the nation, the extent 10 which the
~lgh Coun exercises its undoubted power not to adhere to a previous decision ofI? own mu.st be consonant with the consensus of opinion of the public, of the
e CClCd. legislature and of the judiciary as to the proper balance between the
~tlv~ roles of the legislature and of the judiciary as law-makers. Even among

ose nations whose legaJ system derives from the common law of England, this
?lnscnsus may vary from country to country and from time to time. It may be
mquenced by the federal or unitary nature of the constitution and whether it is
:hi~hn or l~nWrilten. by the legislative procedure in Parliament, by the ease with
co par I3menlary time can be found to effect amendments in law which
~ce!'TI only a ~maJl.minority of citizens, by the extenl to which parliamenl has
mos~ I~ ~ebhabn of mtervening 10 reverse Judicial decisions by legislation; but
Ann o.a y t~e underlying political philosophy of the particular nation as to the
,..t'ro~nate hmlts of the law-making function of a non-elected judiciary.

~~~h ~urt of Australia can best a'isess [he nmional attitude on matters such
~ t: elf ~rdships would not regard it as proper for them in the instant
a!LerinOgl~te~fere With lhe decision which the High Court rCJchcd to absmin from

e aw of Australia from what it h<ld prcviocsly been understood to be.----] 'lVrillen "jibRg-------
( 1191(1 AC 810 r:...mmen (987), See commenl (1992) 66 All 3<)5.
, 16~u8W-1. \. '-}.
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Now, increasingly, the House of Lo~s and the other appe.lIate courts of
England find it useful to resort to the Judgements of Australian couns and
panicularly the High Court of Australia.6 Increasingly, since Cook v Cook,? the
Australian couns look on English court decisions as nothing more than a source
of comparative law. None of them is now binding on any COurt in Australia.
The gradual realisation of this fact releases the minds of Australian lawyers to
r'e'lel in the treasure house of the common law as it flourishes in Canada, New
zealand, United States, India and elsewhere.'

Professor Atiyah's essay is basically one addressed to United States lawyers.
Thatcountl)' achieves, according to my count, thirty-two mentions. compared to
seven references to Australia. More disappointing than this disproportion is the
way in which the Australian common law is referred to. It is 'suspected' that the
trends eating away at the heart of principle in the United States are also at work
downunder. We are lumped in with English and American lawyers of the
nineteenth century when true principle held firm. It is 'suspected' that Australia
occupies a position from "somewhere between England and America" without
ilIlY exploration of whether that might be so. It is believed that case law is less
rigidly binding in the United States that it is believed to be in Australia _ but
with no reference to any local discussion of the issue. This is. in shalt. an essay
rorAmerican lawyers [Q shock them into the awful realisation that they have
slrayed from the narrow path of the English Common law. It is nO[ really an
essay addressed to an Australian audience.

Which seems a shame, because it is a long way to travel to Australia to tell us
about the problems of the common law in the United States. Casebooks and
~xtbooks providing a perspective of Australian law are undoubtedly available
10 the famous library at Oxford University. A professor is not more busy than a
lord of appeal in Ordinary. It is true that in the global scheme of things our
common law is no where near as important as that of the United States or
~gland, By lheir numbers, commercial importance and their world-wide
mnuencc United States and Enalish lawyers suB command dominance and
p~vlde instruction to smaller jUrisdictions. But I suggest that we have passed a
~~l Where whatever happens in Westminster or Washington sends ripples
wlch neCessarily reach us in far away Australia. So to come to us to lecture
a~1t the defaults or perceived defaults of the American legal system seems.
~te respect, partly irrelevant and panIy embarrassing. It is irrelevant to the
bee nt lhat we have different problems all of OUf own. It is embarrassing
Stat~use we can ~ardly jump up and rush to the defence of the law of the United
for t~,tondCmmng lhe words of generality in which the system of law devised
the ~ ~n~at co~ntry is Criticised. If it was good enough for Lord Diplock in

V} Counc;!l to recognise the peculiar features apt to each nation of the
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'ommon law, it may be good enough for other commemators to concede the
;"'sibility that different times and places bring fOM different requirements of

be/:iy realise the peril which is involved in venturing upon a critique of any
:OWlIry's legal system having only a superficial knowledge of it. The text
,;amined may be out of dale. The case cited may have been over-ruled. The
~dicial dogma castigated may have been ovenhrown. The academic who
~pressed an opinion may have overlooked local law or may not be highly
:gardcd on the local scene. For aU this. there are readily available discussions
f the competition between predictability and creativity in the Australian
Dmmon law. If Professor Stone's worle could be regaitled as too
rgumcntative. it would not have been difficult to find in the Australian Law
'Ulnal the recent illuminating article by Justice Michaei McHugh. "The Law
axing Function of the Judicial Process".- With reference to Engiish. United ,
:ales and Australian case law I this essay provides a useful conspectus of some
"lheAustraJian Contributions to this debate. Woven into Professor Aliyah's
~(substance could havc becn substituted for suspicion, case for conjecture and
~stralian .analogues for those of the Unitcd States of America. An instant
p::rt in Australian common law one does not expect a visiting professor from
tford to be. But a passing nod to a developed jurisprudence in a country with
1
as

oUts own is not, perhaps, an unreasonable hope in a lecture of a famous
lOlar who has come a long way. not across the Atlantic but to the Great South00.

The foregoing is not meant to be the voice of a passionate nationalist for I
lain nationalism. Nor does this opinion betray the paranoia that is the
lerse of cringing colonial subservience to all thing English. Instead, it is a
~ple Observation, self-evident if you like, that a lecture on English and United
tes law to an Australian audience is, in 1992, only of comparatively minor
:vance. Unless made peninent to Australian legal concerns, it will pass us by
: a ship in the night Time was when decisions on the Strand determined
It happened in Australian courts from Broom to Byron Bay. That time has'ra

"7d. ~c~olars must be in the forefront of the struggle to establish a new
I~nshlP willun the common Jaw world: one respectful of the contribution
C many jUriSdictions can make to its formidable treasury. So my first
rte of disappointment is the failure of a scholar of Professor Atiyah's
[)U~d distinction and Originality of mind to bring his thesis to bear upon
parucular experience of the Australian common law so far as it could be
~rinablY as,cenained in the cloisters of Oxford. For a scholar of international
~~~Ith an Australian connection !.his was, if I may respectively say so,
'-n""lntmg feature of this piece.
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Much more important is my second source of disappointment. It derives
rrom the extent to which, in ~is essay. Profe~sor Atiy~ tends to stereotype the
dichotomy between the practice of the law m the UnH~d States.~d England:
painling American judges and lawyers as swashbuckling practitioners of an
UnprediCL1ble system where virtually anything can happen and English jUdges
and lawyers as the guardians of the true faith dwelling in a serene legal temple
where rules are clear, always pre-exist decisions and are readily discoverable,
waiting only to be applied to facrs in order to produce tile result which everyone
expects. Of course, as in any stereotype, !.here are elements of truth in the
extremes which these vivid images (which I have further overstated) present. It
Is inevitable that, to some extent, the United States legal system will be less
predictable than the English. Working within it are several factors which add
inescapably to the unpredictability:

Thefederafjactor: which imports the possibility of a formal law, such
asa statute, being declared unconstitutional and, despite its apparent
Validity, to have no further effect.

The human rights [actor: which is derived from the federal and state
constitutions of the United States wilh lheir Bills of Rights expressed in
general language. These basic principles need to be spelt out by the
courts. Coun opinions about these provisions change over time. The
application of such principles adds an element of unpredictability to the
constitutional Validity of laws and of the activities of nwnbcrless pUblic
Officials and other citizens.

!h~ states factor: in the United States there are fifty-two jurisdictions,
JUst as in Australia there are nine, excluding in each case, the external
tenitories. Each of those separate jurisdictions will have separate laws,
Each will have their own couns pouring out decisions. There will be
common federal statutes and federal laws, There will be common
principles of !.he common law. But there will also be a great diversity of
la~ and an enormous engine of law-making. From the product, there
Will ~ plenty of opponunity to derive analogies and instruction for the
solution of apparently like problems. The sheer volume of law-making
an~ i~ divcrsity adds an element of an uncenainty and even confusion.
ThIs IS not, however, necessarily a bad thing in the United States any
mo~c t~an in Australia, Each is a continental country. Such large
tcm~oncs cannot be ruled efficiently from a single source of law
making. That is Why, together with olher large and populous tcrritories,
~U~h as Camda, India and Nigeria, the federal systcm of govcrnmentas been chll"Cn.

~he mOdernist factor: neither in the United States nor in Australia is
ere an Organised society with a history of institutions rcaching back a
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thousand years. Each is a relatively modem society with institutions of
government developed in rhe last two centuries. Like Canada, each has
invited large scale immigration from diverse ethnic backgrounds. Each
has a mulli-cultural society which lack homogeneity and a monochrome
culture. It is inevitable. that for such societies there will be different
needs from tile law and its institutions then would be required to serve a
homogeneous community of people largely of the same race, speaking
the same language, living in a comparatively small territory, Law
serves the community. The community does not have to bend to an
ideal of law if that ideal would be inefficient, unjust or olherwise
unsuitable to the community served by it. The adaptability and
crealivity of the law needed to serve modem, diverse communities
without the same adherence to tradition may justify the differences
between American (and Australian) ideas of whallaw is when compared
to those held by Professor Atiyah.

The foregoing remarks might justify the suggested disparity in the models of
American and English law forward by Professor Atiyah. But the paradigm can
row be applied to England. It begins to look more and more like ilS fonner
colonial progeny. Of course, its historical traditions cannot be wholly shaken
off. It will never be a continental country in terms of size. Wider still and
wider England's boundaries will not now be set. But by reference to the same
criteria as have explained the different developments afme law in England (and
the United States and Australia) it will be seen lhat England is now coming
muctI closer to the United States and Australia in ways which cannot but alter
the Predictability of its legal decisions.

The federal faclOr: although this word ("federal") is fOrbidden in
official circles in England. the Treaty of Maastricht, indeed the Treaty
of Rome establishing the European Community, creatc a [onn of
federation to which England in the United Kingdom is part. There is
now a European Parliament There is an enonnous executive
government in Brussels. The European Coun of Justice in Luxemburg
has powers under lhe Treaty of Rome to override English legal
decisions. To a federalist that sounds awfully like a Federation. But the
reality is already there. Necessarily. European institutions introduce an
element of unpredictability into even formal English statutes, This is
~cknowledged at the very end of Professor Atiyah's contribution. But it
IS there as a reluctant footnote to the principal observations which
gene~ally harken to the past nOl to the challenge to the Contcnt of
English law of the future which Europe provides.

Tht human rights factor: as if this were not enough. there is also lhe
European Convention on Human Rights. Il is now having its effecl on
English case law. England is not a country without a Bill of Rights. Its
(baner of 1688 still applies in England, as it does, as part of inherited
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criteria as have explained the different developments afme law in England (and 
the United Slates and Australia) it will be seen that England is now coming 
muctI closer to the United States and Australia in ways which cannot but alter 
the Predictability of its legal decisions. 

The federal faclor: although this word ("federal") is fOrbidden in 
official circles in England. the Treaty of Maastricht, indeed the Treaty 
of Rome establishing the European Community, create a [onn of 
federation to which England in the United Kingdom is part. There is 
now a European Parliament There is an enonnous executive 
government in Brussels. The European Coun of Justice in Luxemburg 
has powers under lhe Treaty of Rome to override English legal 
decisions, To a federalist that sounds awfully like a federation. But the 
reality is already there. Necessarily. European institutions introduce an 
element of unpredictability into even formal English statutes, This is 
~cknowledged at the very end of Professor Atiyah's contribution. But it 
IS there as a reluctant footnote to the principal observations which 
gene~ally harken to the past not to the challenge to the Content of 
English law of the future which Europe provides. 

Tht human rights factor: as if this were not enough. there is also lhe 
European Convention on Human Rights. Il is now having its effecl on 
English case law. England is not a country without a Bill of Rights. Its 
Olaner of 1688 still applies in England, as it does, as pan of inherited 
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imperial law, in Australia. 1O It can still have operation. But in current
circumstances, the major stimulus to unpredictability of a human rights
kind comes from the impact of the European Convention on English
legal decision-making. The English Court of Appeal has recently held
that, absent clear stalutory provisions or a plainly binding principle of
the common law, English couns on developing the common law, should
do so in confomlity wilh the European Convention. 11 Still more
recently Lhat principle has been accepted in Australian law)2 There
were various judicial decisions inclUding some of my own, which earlier
favoured it. 13 So the uncertainty of human rights principles is beginning
to flow into the English law system as judges and lawyers learn to live
and work. in the new world order which proclaims the universality of
basic human rights. Because those basic rights are already, to large
extent, reflected in the common law in England and many of their
modem statements derived from that source, this transition will not be
particularly uncomfortable for those brought up in the English legal
tradition. The application of the principles will undoubtedly heighten
uncertainty and unpredictability. But at a price which many will
consider to be perfectly tolerable_

The states factor: England and Wales are governed as one tenitory.
But even in Wales there are now separate language laws. Northern
Ireland is governed as a separate province. In Scotland, demands are
Increasingly made for secession and independence. The future shape of
the polity of the United Kingdom is by no means clear. The Isle of Man
has its own legislature, as was recently demonstrated when it was
obliged to eonfonn to the ruling of European Court of Human Rights
~pon the laws against sodomy. The prospect that the United Kingdom
In the future, and even England and Wales, will adopl regional
arrangements with different laws, is far from fantastic. If such
arrangements come about they will, in tum, produce many of the
elements of unpredictability which federal states such as the United
States, Australia and Canada have learned to live with.

The modernist factor: Nor can the United Kingdom any more be
stereotyped as a homogeneous community of mono-lingual
Anglophones. In lhe wake of lhe fundamental changes wrought by the
-----to Rv/lSS 'it -
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Trciuy of Rome. fundamental questions are being asked about the 
:' - of government. The new Lord Chief Justice shocked 

tl1l<liti,omLIiSl by holding a press conference upon his apjXJinunent and by 
out the possibility that judges may SlOp wearing wigs and robes 

He declared that "the eighteenth century image that hangs over 
generally" was "one of the factors which makes us seem out of 

14 These remarks. and others, tend to suggest a more critical 
to the English notions of formality than Professor Atiyah is 

to acknowledge. 

III. MYTHS AND FACTS 

depan from the mythology about English law and look at it at its 
is far from the depository of high predictability and high formality 

Atiyah paints. In fact, it is the genius of the common law of 
it has, within it, high elements of unpredictability fed by 

of informality. But for this, it would never have 
a system of law spawned in feudal medieval times to one which 

of humanity. It would never have taken root in societies as 
as England, Barbados, Guyana, Fiji, Malaysia, Malta, Kenya, 

iii: 1~"'n",1a It would not have survived the revolutions that displaced 
the United States. Ireland and Burma. Yet it survives in the little 
the Deccan in India, and on the bench of the Supreme Court of 
humming quietly overhead. It docs so precisely because it is a 
system of law with ever present elements of self·regeneration. 

elements were derived from Ule very way in which principles of 
were elicited not from codes (with their high formal components) 

~e(:isi'ons made in analogous circumstances by earlier judges. Day by 
eauns we plunge into the complex. facts of earlier cases, seeking 
the solution to the problem there presented the support of legal 

will be binding, or at least of guidance, in the case instantly 

the emerging principle will be clear. The facts will be perfectly 
The coun which stared the principle will be superior in the 

The deciSion then will follow, virtually automatically. But more 
the applicable principle will have to be derived from a number of 

It will be, by no means, clear. The facts of the cases studied will 
~ ~m~What different. TIle court which stated the rules may no 

bmdmg In the hierarchy or it may never have been so. Social 
may have changed or technology in some way may have 

suggested rule so that it is no longer apt to profoundly different 



times. An appeal may be made to a constitution, to ~asic human rights, to
differing state laws or to the inappropriateness ~d even.~rejudice inherit in,the
earlier decision. In such a case common law Judge~. In England, the ~mted
States Australia or anywhere else must make chOIces. Far from bemg a
we~s of the common law system in some jurisdictions (as Professor Atiyah
hints with special reference to that of the United Slat~s) this is. in fact. !.he
central strength of me common law. It is indeed the source of its success. It is
the very reason for its survival and global success.

The very technique of judicial decision·making ,of the common law
encourages uncertainty. the promotion of new ideas and the eventual deslruction
of binding principle by the eroding thought. voiced by dissenting judgments that
the rule might be wrong. The Privy Council, offering advice to the Sovereign
was, until the 19605. obliged to tender a single opinion~hich allowed for no
dissent. In this respect it conformed to the pattern of jUlficial decision-making
in many civil law counuies where dissenting judi~ial opinion are not
pennittcd,15 In France. dissenting or minority judgmeri'ts are looked on with
extreme hostility. In other countries they are accepted) particularly in Latin
America where they are know as discordias or ',lotos veftcidos. But in Europe
they are comparatively rate. Typically they receive no publicity. An exception
is in Germany where. by legislation of 1970, juq,ges of the Federal
Constitutional Court are permitted to make their dissenting opinions known
once the decision is rendered. In the common law worl4 the right to express a
minority opinion is a treasured one. It is also ex:erciscd, often with effect It is
i~rit in our notions of intellectual honesty and judicial :independence. Views
differ concerning the ex:tent to which dissenting opinions, once expressed, may
be repeated." However, the right of judges to dissent in \he appellate courts of
common law countries is unquestioned. It provides a mechanism to promote
alternative ideas about what the law is or should be. It affords the opportunity
of the dissenter to appeal 10 the conscience of other jUdges, the legal profession
and the community. In practical tenns, it sometimes plants a seed which later
:me.s to f~it in a reversal of judicial authority; in the ex:pressed preference of
I .dl~ntmg opinion by those who are not bound by the coun holding: or by

theegISla~v: change which overturns the rule made on the basis of the opinion of
maJonty.

~t is the element of published dissents which infuses the common law with
.. ready means of changing direction. It is a facility which has been powerful
~~ Its e~ect on the law in England, the United States and Australia. Necessarily,
~:tmg Opinions inject an element of uncenainty into the neat syllogism

I ~fessor Atiyah seems to cherish,
sy~~mst ~is backgroUnd of recognition of the fearures of the common law
uest' which are conducive 10 regular, orderly change and development, I

q IOn the statement by Professor Atiyah that the English legal system makes'---15 RIhvid alld l' --~----.-_.-

16 CSR Udv 8 EC ~I'le.rley MOJor ugal SYJllf1U iJt 1M World TcdJy (2nd ed. 1978) P 130.
ollWhuu, noled (1992) 66 ALl 227 (NSWCA).
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such a virtue of the ideal of predictability that it becomes "almost a fetish".
Infatuation with fetishes is generally a sign of psychological illness. I would
not myself have diagnosed the English law as suffering from such an
aboonnalily. On lhe contrary. I consider that it is. and has always been. capable
of significant change. Furthcnnore. at least lately. the English legal system has
been opened-eye in ilS recognition of the fact that judges make new law and do
001. like Aladdin. discover it in some hidden cave of the COmmon law)7

Professor Atiyah says thaI monSlrQUS infringemems of freedom can arise
where the Jaw of tyrants contains vague and uncenain crimes. I entirely agree.
The highest possible certainty is required In the criminal law. But it is not
always attained. And it is not always attained in England.

In Sykes v Director Of Public Prosecution, the question arose, ultimately
before the House of Lords,ls whether the offence of misprision of felony was
obsolete. Their Lordships found it was not. They looked to American and
Australian decisions. Lord Denning was "not dismayed by the suggestion that
the offence of misprision is impossibly wide" .19 Indeed, the uncenainty of the
application of the law was virtually acknowledged by his Loroship:20

Non-disc[osure may sometimes be justified or excused on the ground of privilege.
For instance, if a lawyer is told by his client that he has commiued a felony, it
would be no misprision in the lawyer not 10 report it to the police, for he might in
good faith claim that he was under a duty to keep it confidential. Likewise with
ckx:toc and patient, and clergyman and parishioner. There are other relationships
v..:

hlCh
may give rise to a claim in good failll that it is in the public interest not to

dlSC[?SC it For instance, if an employer discovers that his servant has been
stealing from Lhe till, he might well be justified in giving him another chance
rather than reporting him to the police. Likewise with the master of a college and
astudcn~ But close family or personal ties will not suffice whether the offence is
of SO senous acharacter that it ought to be reported. The judges have been called
UPOI" further to define the just limitation to misprision, but rdo not doubt their
ability 10 do SO, jf called upon.

6 Lo.rd Goddard contended himself in suggesting that the offence should be
Spanngly prosecuted" whether or not such an offence should exist in the law, it:by ~o means cenain that it did before the House of Lords pronounced on
Ise subject for England and thereby inOuenced the operation of the lawC Where.

cJe
There

arc many other areas where the English cnminallaw has been less than
and.ar an~ whe~, seemingly by judicial decision, the law has been developed
Di, ~ led With penal consequences. In the Ladies' Directory case, Shaw v
co~ r of~ub/ic Prosecutions,21 the House of Lords found that conspiracy to

Pt pubhc morals existed as an offence and could be committed by
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i encouraging conduct which, although n?t in itself illegal. might be calculated to
i corrupt public morals as defined by the Judges. .
; Arter the decision, the Sexual Offences Act 1957 proVided that homosexual

conductbctween consenting male adults in private was no longer a crime. Yet
in Regina v Knul/er (Publishing. Priming and Promotions) Ltd & Or822 a
p,ublisher was prosecuted for conspiracy to outrage pUblic decency by
~blishing on the inside pages of its journal. under a column headed "males".
advcniscmCnl'i inviling readers interested to meet advertisers for the purpose of
homosexual relalionships. The publisher appealed [0 the English Court of
Appeal against it.'i conviction on Lhe ground that an agreement by two or more
pcrson.'i to insert advertisements did not constitute the offence of conspiracy
because the substantive offences of which they were said to have conspired had
i~elr been repealed. But the publishds appeals were dismissed. Shaw was
applied. The English eoun held that the offence of conspiracy to outrage public
decency was not limited to the commission of an act pcrfonned in public. One
can imagine the shock and horror which would be experienced by their
Lordships were they to see a local suburban newspaper in Sydney today with
page after page of advertisements for every imaginable sexual practice.

These cases do not represent an obsolete area of legal extension. In
Whitehouse v Lemon23 a private prosecution- was instituted against the
appellan~ who published a piece in Gay News. They were charged with
publishing a poem purponing to describe, in explicit details, acts of a scxual
character on the body of Christ immediately after His death. The charge laid
w~ blasphemous libel. The majority of the House of Lords (with Lords
Dlplock and Edmund·Davies dissenting) held that the existence of a
blasphemous libel did not depend upon the accused having an intention to
blaspheme. It was enough that the publication was intentional and that it
cO?Stltuted a maHer calculated to shock or outrage the feelings of Christians.
~llh. two such noble and learned dissentients, it can scarcely be said that the
aW.lnvoked against Gay News was certain. Yet it was criminal. And the
PUbl~shers were punished.

SO:tlU mo,,: recenl1y the English Court of Appeal held that satisfaction of
omasochlstic libido was no defence to a charge of assault. Alrhough the:se:tor

had. to prove absence of consent in order to secure a conviction, it
ca ld that It was not in the public interest that a person should wound or
·su~ actual bodily harm to another "for no good reason", In the absence of
sali~( a .reason", the victim's consent afforded no defence [Q the charge. TIle
conv·ac~on of the victim's libido did not constitute such a good reason. The

Aletlons were am nncd.

,*he~ ?f the foregoing decisions involved the imposition of criminal liability
decis· It Was by no means clear that it pre-existed. In reaching the several

IOns Collected, the English couns did not apply mechanically pre-existing----------
~ 1191113 WI.R 633 (OIL)

1197912 WlR 281 OIL):
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·SU h actual bodily harm to another "for no good reason". In the absence of 
sati~( a .reason", the. victim's consent afforded no defence [Q the charge. TIle 
conv·ac~on of the Victim's libido did not constitute such a good reason. The 

A IctlOns were affi nned. 

,*he~ ?f the foregoing decisions involved the imposition of criminal liability 
decisi It Was by no means clear that it pre-existed. In reaching the several 
~ Collected, thc English couns did not apply mechanically pre-existing 
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standards. They applied reasoning ,:"hich Ie? to ~eir respective conclusio~s.
They did not always disclose lhe policy conslderauons which led to the chOice
of one rather man the other conclusion. The notion that these decisions were
enlirely predictable is as misleading as the suggestion that English criminal law
contains 00 vague and uncenain crimes. I have no doubt that som~ of lhose
prosecuted and convicted of the criminal offences recorded in the preceding
cases would have regarded their conviction as monstrous infringements of
freedom and tyrannical imerference by a state operating on the principle that
-nanny knows best".

Professor Atiyah suggests that people should "be able to sleep peacefully in
their beds" without worrying about being affected by unforeseen legal liability
in tort. Tell that to Mr David Stevenson, Whose bottling company had been
preparing aerated water for many years before Mrs Donoghue walked into the
Wellmeadow Cafe in Paisley in Scotland.24 In a stroke, the majority of the
House of Lords led the common law of England and Scotland to a new level of
legal principle in the solution of claims in negligence. Professor Atiyah himself
has said "that the case contains probably the most famous dicta in all English
case law".2S Overnight, the multitude of categories for the establislunent of
liability came to be subsumed in the principle that you should not injure your
neighbour:

The rule mal you arc to love your neighbour becomes the law, you must not injure
your, neighbour: and the lawyer's question, Who is my neighbour? receives a
restrtcted reply, You must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which
you can reasonably foresee would be likely to injure your neighbour. Who, then,
~ law is my neighbour? The answer seems to be - persons who are so closely and
dlfCC~y affected by my act that I ought reasonably [Q have them in contemplation
as bemg so affecled when I am diretling my mind to the acts or omissions whichare called in question.26

,This may be the most famous case of the development of a new legal
~nn'''Ple by tile English courts this century, But there are plenty more, Lord
dIplock declared: at the end of his career in the law, mat the greatest
~vClopmenls Which he had seen were in administrative law. Many of these. 7C~ over to the great benefit of the olher countries of the common law,
}OC udlng AUstralia. Many bold and beneficial decisions have been derived
:~ the decision of the House of Lords in Ridge \I Baldwin 27 From this
beC1s~on, "a va,st body of common law principle has been built ~p to the great
lan~lt aCthe lIbeny of the cilizen". Sometimes it does battle with lhe apparent
mOlY age or th~ formal instrument, an Act of Parliament. On its face, the statute
comms~~ nOl,hJn~ about lhe problem of justice before the couns. Yet lhe
be~fiCialla~ .~ III then resolvlely fill the crevices of the SUltule with iLS

pnnclpk:;, An element of uncertainty is necessarily introduced. But
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'I is one tolerable in a democracy for reasons I endeavoured to explain in Yuill
~ Ors v Corporate Affairs Commission of New South Wales,28 Although the
decision in that case was later reversed. by majority of the High Court, I believe
mat !he reversal concerned the application of the principles in the particular
case and not the principles themselves. This is what I said:29

[Ajllhough parliaments today have the legitimacy which derives from universal
suffroge and modem election law, new and different problems present themselves.
They require vigilance on the part of the courts. To some of these problems,
al\.ention has been drawn in an earlier decision. Thus, in R~ Bollen; ~x parte in
Beallt (19&7) 162 CLR 514, the danger of legislative oversight was mentioned.
Equally dangerous is lhe Joss of aUention to basic rights which may accompany
the very growth in the quantity and complexity of legislation whIch is such a
feature of our time. Legislatures, both Federal and Stale. have re(:ognised this
problem by the appoinu:nem of Parliamentary committees. with tenns of refer~n~e

desi~ncd 10 call to nollce such proble.ms whenever they ,occur. ,H9wever. It IS
ineVitable that some such problems Will often escape nOlice. This IS where the
assertion by the courts of the rule construction applied in Baker Balog and many
olhcr like cases has such a great social utility. It may delay, on occasion, the
achievement of the intention in which parliament had. 1l may temporarily
interrupt the attainment of an important legislative purpose. It may even
sometimes give rise to a feeling of frustration amongst legislators and those who
advise them. But the delay. interruption and frustration are strictly temporary.
And they have a beneficial purpose. lt is to permit Parliament. which has the last
say, an opportunity to clarify its purpose where the coun is not satisfied that the
purpose IS sufficiently clear. And that oJ?ponunity is reserved to those cases
where important interests are at stake, which might have been overlooked and
which deserve specific attention.

~notion that parties organise their affairs in life to conform to rules of law,
as suggested by Professor Atiyah is. I believe, self·evidently false. In the field
or !o~, insurance and often compulsory insurance relieves the panies of the
obllgallon to do so. Indeed, in Australia at least, the impact of compulsory and
common. insurance on the development of the law of torts has lately been called
to aucnuon.J0 For example. there can be little doubt tha( the provision of
compul~ory third-party insurance against motor vehicle accidents has altered Lhe
percePtion of.courts, over time, of what constitutes negligence in the driving of
a ~otor vehlcle)l Similarly, it would be unconvincing to deny that the
eXIStence of insurance has affected the definition by courts of the scope of an
em~loyer's liability to its employees and the imposition of positive duties of
:?dent prevemion ?uch as now exists under the common law of Australia. 32

,; then:fore polenual lonCeasors are sleeping peacefully at night in the
m:C~lOn of the prc~ictabili(y of the outcome of claims against them, it is

cause they arc Insured then because the result of such claims is clear at
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law. Most cases arc decided ujXJn thei~ peculiar facts. These are often disputed.
'There resolution is frequently uncertain. But even when the court gels to the
law it too is frequently uncertain. Take Herrington v British Railways Boarcf33
w~re the House of Lords reconsidered the responsibility of an occupier
towards child trespassers. Take Papantonakis v Australian Telecommunications
Commission]4 where the High Coun of Australia swept away the categories of
rules for the determination of occupiers' liability. In a slfoke as bold as

--:_'~": _'.' ,P?na.ghue v Stevenson, the Court subsumed them all in a simple general
,.".•..••.. pn",,,ple.

,d.., •..•.• .Following Donoghue v Stevenson the path has not been an even one, whethet
-~ 5 in England or Australia. For instance in Anns v Merton London Borough
; ~- COUllCil,35 Lord Wilberforce imposed a duty by the common law on a local

';-l:~··.·· authority in terms which Lord Oliver later pointed out in D & F Estates Ltd v'i: :." ...: 'Church Commissioners for England:36
:·I; 6:.:: inErexiuced n()[ only a new principle of a parallel common law duty in a local
:~ .' authority stemming from but existing alongside its Slatutory duties and
"t : . conditiOOed by the urpose of those Slatutory duties. but also an entirel new
,~{: concept of the tort o(negligence in cases relating to the construction of buildlngs.

r

I
T
., _ Eventually in Murphy v Brentwood District Counci(J7 the House of Lords

.•

••.• •..••••••••.. stru.Ck out on a new direction demonstrating lhe considerable distance it had
-t . '!loved from the duty of !.he care postulated in Donoghue and !.hat poslUlatcd in

:~< Anns. My present purpose is nO( to analyse these differences. It is to rebut the
,- ~ggestion which runs through Professor Atiyah's essay that all the English

JUdges do, panicularly in the tort area where people's sleep patterns must ever
bekeP! in mind, is mechanically 10 apply a pre-exiSling principle. On the
~rary, as Lord Wilberforce acknowledged in terms in Anns, "the court here is

_3Ulvolved in the policy area".38 To pretend that it is a simple matter of applying
c·l verbal formula or that the law is fixed is to indulge in an endearing but
dangerous self.deception.

-.If It is !hen said mat these features of unpredictability are aspects of the rule
.,}!laklng of the jUdges but nm of statutes, we ignore the function of the courts in

;.c ~xertlslng the choices that are presented by the ambiguities of legislation.
-."" .' OWhere. has this function of choice been more explicitly recognised than in
~. ;:/JId Itself. In Jones v WrothamPark Settled Esta~es,39 Lord Diplock slaled

..;;t~- ian where the application of the hteral or grammancal mearung to statutory..·..·1'. guage would lead to results which defeated the purpose of th~ slatule, the
.~: ';-: ~ ..was empowered actually to read words IOto the leglslatlOn I~ ~ee

i';:? ?, . :C" lions were fulfilled. These were that the coun must know the mischief
1~<" ;~--. _..---_. ------ '-.
",,~~ -, .~., U972IAc sn (Ill).

:_.:.--14 !I9&S]156C' n 7
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I
'with which the Act was dealing; it ~ust ~ satisfied Lhat by in~dvenence
:Parliament had overlooked an eventuality which had occurred; and It must be
~able to -state with certainty the words the Parliament would have used if its
'attention had been drawn to the defect
I This purposive approach to the construction of legislation gained momentum
~n England with the decision of the House of Lords in FOlhergil/ v Monarch
~irJineJ' Lld.40 The expressions by the Law Lords in that case added impetus to
the passage of legislative injunctions to couns. in Australia and elsewhere. to
Search for the purpose of the legislation and then confonnably with its language,
to give. effect to that purpose. In Australia, the pUq:xJsive approach in the
~ons(ruction of legislation is now well established. It is enjoined by statutes
Federal and State" and by the common law.'2
I Thus, even where a high formality of SlalulOry language tends to reduce the
~opc for uncertainty a degree of uncertainty almost always remains. This is
~eauselanguage. of ilself, is frequently unclear in its denotation. The English
anguage in particular is unclear. One reason for lhis is that it represents the
~aniage of two major language streams, being the original Gennanic language
If the Anglo-Sax:ons and the official Latinisl Nonnan French brought to
;ngland in 1066 by the Conqueror. As the principal imernational 1anwage.
~glish is now constantly enriched with words bearing ideas derived from many
[lher sources. These features of our tongue add immeasurably to its value in
lterature.. But they add to its uncenaimy in the Jaw. They present judges,
~nuallydailYI with choices.43 Those choices must be worked out by reference
?~ri~ciples which the jUdges expose. A recognition of the phenomenon of
poice reduces the illusion of predictabiIity. The choice is ultimately made in
!any cases after a close study of the statutory language.44 The number of
!fferences of opinion about the solutions to the problems of statutory
~ru:tion reaching the higher courts indicate the scope for intelligent people,
~lI)ed m~e legal discipline, to come to different views upon the same fonnal
~:cm Using precisely the same techniques of statutory interpretation
raJ,a Ie, to. the jUdiciary. This is as much a problem for the jUdiciary in
ng and as I~ A~~tralia or the United States. It is just pan and parcel of lhis
:nOf ihe JUdICial function. Inescapably it reduces the predictability of legal.
~ es., Of course, this says nothing of the many cases which never come to
St or ~e. cases ~hich do come and in which lhe result is plain enough. But
lpo~ ~t. IS a mistake to exaggerate the ambiguity of the law and the
DortUmlles of choice so it is an error to e1taggerate predictability and Lo say

'nofa legal problem that "you an: bound to iose [ono Win]".

':::-------1..•• ---
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IV, CONCLUSIONS

h"oted at in several earlier decisions. 52 Its application in the panicular case has
~en subject [Q jUdi~i~ commen,! and was severely criticised bY.Justice B~nnan
in his dissenting OplnlOn,S3 It IS enough to say that. at least In AUSlrall3, the
decision shows how far we have come from the decIarity theory of the
mechanical application of predictable laws [0 which Professor Atiyah is so
al13ehed.

The decision in McKinney and Judge may be criticised. But it is open to
question whclher the "restraint" and "self·discipline" of the English judges has
produced a better law for that society. The crisis in the English criminal justice
system is seen in !.he wrongful convictions of the Birmingham Six and other
Jrish prisoners. These shocking cases of legal injustice cast doubt on tile
wisdom of leaving it to Parliament to defend basic libenies in the criminal trial.
This may amount to pious Pilate~like washing of hands of difficult problems.
To consign the problem of reform to Parliament may be nothing more than self
indulgence or self~deception on the part of the jUdiciary. This much the High
Coun of Australia eventually recognised. That recognition helps to explain the
extremely stringent standards now laid down by that court.54 Those standards,
established by judges, may help to defend the Australian criminal justice system
from the abuses which are now the subject of the EnglishRoyal Commission on
Criminal Procedure. It is not enough to say that that Commission will help the
legislatures in due course, to solve the problem. In the meantime many people
were wrongfully convicted. Unjustly they spent years in prison. And whether
Parliament will ullimately gel round to enacting rcfonn remains to been seen.
In England, as in Australia, it is easy to call a Royal Commission or to refer a
matter to the Law Commission. Much more problematic is the passage of
legislation based on such reports. There is a reason why Lord Denning would
not wail· for Parliament but, using the techniques of the common law, would
lIltroduce the principles imo the Jaw by judicial creativity. In the light of
hIndsight, it would have been no misfortune if the English courts had earlier
adopted the principles now Slated as the common law of Austntlia by our High
Coun, The power to do so and the availability of the techniques cannot be
dOuble? But as I have demonstrated, the jUdicial creativity of the English
COurts III matters of criminal law has usually had a difficult concern.

17In Praise a/Common Law R~fli!WalV,I_/5(2)

A! realise that at various stages in his essay, as in earlier works, Professor
I'Yah has acknowledged that any system of law has elc!!1ents of uncertainty.
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Predictability is always a maHer of degree. Upon this aU sensible people can
agree. Il is in his repeated laments of about unpredictability, in his asscncd
"fetish" with formaiity and cenainly and in his criticism of unidenlified
components of the creative clement of the Common law that I beg to suggest
error, Especially in his criticism of the American legal system and his adulation
of the English, I fear that Professor Atiyah betrays to the error of intellectual
J;enophobia which is never far from the surface in the English cultural tradition.
The Unilcd States legal system may have many faults. But its capacity to solve
enonnously important and complex: problems of that society where Congress
has failed to do so, cannot be doubted. Il was the courts not Congress which
lackled the thorny issues such as desegregation, unequal electorates, police
yioJence and oppression and abortion. No reader who saw the television
documentary Keep Your Eye on the Prize could fail to have been moved by the
courage of lawye~, black and white, who evoked the constitution of the United
Stales and the rule of law to secure equal rights for lhe citizens of that country
regardless of their race, and through lhe courts.55 With every respect, [find the
denegration of the United States legal system, expressed in such general terms,
inappropriate and unconvincing. But it becomes even less convincing when
measured against the praise of the English system. England's jUdges, of great
intellect and integrity, Come from a highly unifonn social and educational
background. They number few women and still fewer persons of minority
races. They wear a unifonn which even the new Lord Olief Justice
acknowledges pUIS them "oUI of touch". They are faced with many urgent
changes, most of which they have resisted. Even the right of audience of
SOliCitors in the higher couns has been objected to _ a privilege enjoyed in
Australia these past one hundred and twenty years. Self-satisfaction with a
legal system which blocks needed- reform merely reSUlts. in the long run, in
public dissatisfaction with the many instances of individual injustice which thencome to notice. 56

~~Ies there must be, Analytical reasoning, imelleclual honesty and candid
rPlfilons are the hallmarks of a judiciary of integrity which observes the rule of
a~.. But so it is a frank recognition of the uncertainty of much law and the
:ngnes

s
to expose the policy choices which lead a jUdge to one decision

fom/ than another. To pretend that the task is purely mechanical, stricUy
$to al and .Wholly predictable may result in a few observers who love fairy
noll'CS sleepmg .bcuer at nighl. But it does not enhance the legal system. It is
rv.-honest. It IS fundamentally incompmible with the creative element of the-UlI1lTion law

~.:e.cause the iaw of Australia is the gift of the common law we will always
bcca~n Interested in, and benefit from. its experience in England. Perhaps

se We are (as Professor Ariyah suspects) half-way between the ferment of
JS ......._~'---------_ .. _
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lhc United States and the tranquil pond of England, Australian judges and
lawyers can probably look on each of these great systems with more realism
that those who arc closer to them. We should do so drawing upon the strengths
of each. We should do so without illusion or prejudice. without being blinded
by immature adulation or stereotyping condescension.

There is much else that one could say in resJXlnse to Professor Atiyah's essay.
BUI perhaps it is enough to close with a reference to recent decisions of the
English courts which have held that the rule of law, long established, that a wife
was deemed [0 have consented irrevocably to sexual intercourse wilh her
husband was no longer the law of England. So it was held· in the face of long
standing authority - that I.herefore her husband could be convicted of rape.57
The rule of exemption was not new, It went back to Sir Matthew Hale's
pronouncement in the History of Pleas of lhe Crown pUblished in 1736. It had
been repeatedly applied ever since. h had undoubtedly assumed lhe status of a
clear fonnal rule to adopt Professor Aliyah's terminology. In other common law
jurisdklions, such as in Australia, it had been expressly repealed by statute
being accepted as the common law rule. Did the English courts, with that self~
discipline and restraint of which Professor Atiyah writes, mechanically proceed
10 apply !he long established rule? Of course they did not The Court of Appeal
explored the policy issues inclUding by reference to the "literal solution", the
-rompromise solution" and the "radical solution".s8 It declared that in 1991 the
husband's immunity. as expounded by Hale, "no longer exists".

We take the view that the time has now arrived when the law should declare lhat a
rapist remains a rapist suhject to the criminal law irrespective of his relationship
wllh the victim. 59

When !he app<al reached the House of Lords, Lord Keith of Kinkel spoke for
aunanimous pancl.60 Again, he acknowledged Sir Matthew Hale's instruction
or 1736. He listed the texts and cases which had applied the principle that "the
~usband cannot be guilty of a rape committed by himself upon his lawful wife".
eacknowledged that this principle had endured for over a hundred and fifty

~"'. But !hen he drew on the 1989 decision of the High Court of Justiciary in
to Uand. He cited with approval the judgmcnt of the Lord Justice-General.rtf Emslie:6t

. ~ Ii~c sy~tem of law will always have regard to changing circumstances to test the
Justllicatl~n for any exception to the applicalion of a general rule. Nowadays it
cannot se.:ously be maintained that by marriage a wife submilS herself irrevocably
!O sex~al Intercourse to all circumstances... whalever the POSilion may have beenUl earlIer centuries...
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This new principle was held now to be the law - as valid in England as in
Scolland.62 Lord Keith observed for the House of Lords that it might be taken
lhat the projX)silion of Hale was generally regarded as an accurate statement of
me common law of England. The common law was, however, according to his
Lordship capable of evolving in the light of changing social. economic and
cultural developmenlS. Hale's proIX>sition reflected the state of affairs in these
respects of the time thal it was enunciated. "Since then the status of women,
and particularly of married women, has changed out of aU recognition in
various ways which are very familiar and upon which it is unnecessary to go
into detail."

An apparent obstacle was presented to this progressive re-statement of the
common law in lunc with current notions. The Sexual Offences (Amendment)
Act 1976 s 1(1) provided for an offence of "unlawful" sexual intercourse.
Against the backdrop of Hale, it was argued that the subject sexual intercourse
was not "unlawful". Their Lordships did not find this "an insuperable obstacle".
By a plain policy decision they passed it by. The word "unlawful" was [0 be
treated as "mere surplusage".63 Also overcome was the principle. which
doubtless Professor Aliyah would have urged, that "the court should step aside
to leave the matter [of reform] to the parliamentary process". Their Lordships
approved Lord Lane's dictum in the Court of Appeal":

This is not the creation of a new offence, it is the removal of a common law
fiction which has become anachronistic and offensive and we consider that it is
our duty having reached thal conclusion to act upon it.64

The husband's conviction was affirmed. Was this a case of judicial
indiscipline? The oppressive, tyrannical and retrospective creation of criminal
liability? The spread of the American judicial disease across the Atlantic? Or
was it rather, as their Lordships asserted, the ordinary function of the common
law jUdge, with authority to do so, developing and adjusting the judge-made law
to apply to new and different social circumstances?

By this decision of the House of Lords, the English judges have declared a
new rule. It is one applicable not only for the future but retrospectively. This
Was done by the judges' in precisely the way it has been done by their
p~decessors for centuries. It was done to keep the common law in harmony
~lh the values of the society it serves. It was done with attention to what tile
Jll ges perceived to be lhe demands of society. On t.his occasion, it was done to
:ieve i~ the English law the application of basic principles of human rights
~ equahty before the law. The change was not apparently fclt to be a matter
e~~ e~barrassment or apology or even explanation. It was simply part of the

rclse by English judges of lhe judicial function reserved to them by the
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common law which their predecessors invented and have practised day by bUsy
day in !.he couns.

The lesson of this case is that. when it suits. the English legal system is not at
all old·rashioned and hide·bound. When it is deemed necessary, the English
judges are no more self~disciplincd or captive to past decisions than lheir
American cousins, When they feel the need, English jUdges will invent or
abolish or retrospectively apply criminal law, despite the injunctions against
vague and uncenain crimes and crimes reslTospectively "declared" and
~enrorced". Pace those who want to sleep peacefully in their beds wilh
cenainty about the law of torts, contracts, wills or anything else. the English law
on these subjects. like any other common law system. is constantly in a state of
development and change.

In this way, the real focus of attemion of comemporary lawyers should be
upon the extent of legal creativity, irs proper occasions and the techniques that
may be used to achieve and justify it. It is here that differences may exist both
across the Atlantic and on the long journey to the Southern Hemisphere which
Profes.'ior Aliyah took to deliver his lecture. Perhaps if that lecture had
concentrated on these issues it might have afforded a more useful insight and
intellectual tools apt for analysing the English and United States common law
and dra~ing lessons from each of them for the legal system which we, in
Australia, have developed for ourselves.
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